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HIGHLIGHTS
Our cinematic and creative Highlights films capture the emotion and beauty of your wedding day, enabling you to relive your special day for 

years to come! Our passion is for creative story telling; through taking great pride in detail we are able to carefully re-construct your day into a 

five minute cinematic film. All our video is shot in Full HD with 2 videographers covering your whole wedding day, from the preparation right up to

the reception to make sure that no moments are missed. Your film is presented as an online shareable video, as well as a BluRay disk, 2 x DVDs 

and a digital USB copy, all packaged into custom handmade cases and boxes.

$2550



CEREMONY FILM

SPEECHES FILM

EXTENDED HIGHLIGHTS

Although your Highlights film has parts of the ceremony in it, many couples like to have the complete ceremony on DVD.  With this extra package, 

we film your ceremony from beginning to end with multiple video cameras. Wireless microphones are also used to make sure the audio is captured

and everything is heard. This is all seamlessly edited into a 30 minute ̒Ceremony film̓.

Have all of your speeches on DVD so you can review and remember what your family and friends have shared to you. Each speech is filmed and

put onto your wedding DVD as a seperate chapter. Wireless microphones are used so everything can be clearly heard, while avoiding the ambient

room noise of the guests.

With the Extended Highlights film we will double the length of the standard Highlights film to just over 10 minutes. This allows for a lot more time to 

include more footage from the day, several speeches from the reception, audio extracts from the ceremony and multiple music soundtracks.

+$150

+$350

+$550



DOCUMENTARY EDIT

H̒OW WE MET̓

All of the footage taken from throughout your wedding day will be edited into a 1 hour (approx) documentary. This includes all of the preparation,

the whole ceremony, the photoshoot, the arrivals at the reception, all of the speeches, cake cutting and bridal waltz etc.  Everything! This will be 

mastered onto a separate DVD due to the size of the film. 

Have the story of how you met play at your reception! This is a great way to kick off the night. This short film will contain visuals of you telling 

y̒our story̓ of how you got to know each other as well as other general footage of some of the things you enjoy doing together; walking in the park,

going out for coffee, sky diving, clay target shooting.. or whatever you love doing! The video will be storyboarded and shot on locations of your choice. 

+$650

+$550



SAME DAY EDIT
A ̒Same Day Edit̓ is a Highlights film that is shot, edited and presented all on your wedding day! With all of your friends and family together in the

one place this is a great way to show them your special day from a different viewpoint. This is also a great surprise for your guests! There will be two

videographers filming and one editor clicking away on his laptop throughout the day to have the film ready to show at the reception. 

+$1450



F.A.Q.

Q) When is a good time to book in videography? A) As soon as you decide on your date! We frequently have couples book us around 18 months before

their wedding date. The general guide is 9 months ahead, but to avoid disappointment of an already booked day book in as early as you can!

Q) How do i book in the date? A) A $500 deposit is required to book in a date. The packages can always be decided on later, however it is best to secure

the date as soon as you can. Email us at glenn@threadlessfilms.com.au to receive a booking form to start the process. 

Q) How long does it take to get our films? Q) How long does it take to get our films? A) This all depends on how busy things are for us, most of our weddings are edited and sent out within 4 weeks,

however in busier times it may take a little longer. If you were after a quicker turnaround because you are traveling to see family straight after your

wedding or need it urgently let us know so we can arrange something.

Q) Can we get a discount? A) If your wedding is on a weekday we offer a 5% discount, however with the many costs associated with running a business

we cannot lower our weekend wedding prices :-(

Q) Can we get a custom package? Q) Can we get a custom package? A) Yes! If there is something that you want and we don̓t have it in our packages just let us know. Our current packages

change each year, based on our experience of what couples have requested and our own ideas of the best ways to present a wedding film.
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